
Uncommon Parents

Remind Text for Chatfield Football Parents
81010   @ggk946

Coach McGatlin- 720-468-9755 
bret.mcgatlin@jeffco.k12.co.us



1. Know Coach McGatlin

2. Know the Vision and how 
the Process works

3. Know your role in the 
process



Why are we here?

Who is Coach McGatlin?

Why does he do this?



 Includes up to 500 people

 Includes 3 major groups
- Players/Managers- 160

- Coaches- 20

- Parents 300+

ALL MUST FALL UNDER ONE 
VISION OR WE 

WILL
ALL ULTIMATELY FAIL



What are we trying to accomplish?

IS IT ALL ABOUT THE WINNING?

- Finding something we could all agree on

CREATING WINNERS

OR 

Being UNCOMMON

This is our business 



The Process takes Effort.

The Process is putting your trust in me and my 
vision

The Process is a daily thing

The Process means never giving up for what we 
believe in

The Process is excited about “small wins”

Each Pillar in our program has their own 
“Process”



The Players Process

1. Be on Time

2. Attitude and Effort

3. Be a Great Teammate

4. Tame the Tongue

5. Be Uncommon



Coaches Process

1st Dimension- The Physical

- The Weight Room

- Power, Strength, Speed, Skill

- Scheme/Tactics

Problems if this is all we care about

- Athletes become unmotivated in practice 
and competition, emotions are all over the place, 
football is not fun. Becomes a “What’s in it for me 
mentality”  



Definition- What takes place in the athletes mind and 
how that connects to physical performance. Also 
connects with the Mental Health of the athlete.

4 components

1. Motivation- Extrinsic vs Intrinsic

2. Confidence- Building kids Up through our 
Culture

3. Emotions- How kids handle adversity

4. Team Cohesion- We need to break down barriers



Definition- Young men/women lead to an 
INTERNAL TRANSFORMATION.

This is the Uncommon Stage!!! This is what a 
Winner Looks Like.

Kids are doing these things because they know it 
is right not because they are told to do so.

This Dimension touches all of the following:

Character, Identity, Purpose, Self Worth, 
Significance, Value
Isn’t this really what we ultimately want our kids to have?  Puts 
winning or losing a game into perspective



How do we as coaches  get to the 2nd and 3rd

Dimensions with these young men and women?

Building Relationships



 Are you in or are you out?

 Need and want 100% buy-in

 You may need to make some small sacrifices

 Its possible that you may have to change your 
mindset about sports.  

 Understand how powerful the sport of football 
is in raising a young man during his teenage 
years

 3 Parts to the Parents Process. 



 1. At  Home Support
 Please embrace the fact that this your child’s journey not 

yours. 

 “Your child’s athletic success does not indicate the type of 
parent you are.  You having a child that is coachable, 
respectful and a great teammate, now that’s a direct 
reflection of your parenting.” 

 Put your Focus on being a supportive and encouraging 
parent.

 Reward the Process not the Outcome

 We will address this more in the fall and I will give 
pointers for us all to be successful



2. The Fans

- More than anything else I want to see our 
fans/parents united.  I tell our kids that they do 
not need to be best friends with all of their 
teammates but they do need to be a great 
teammate.  I do not need you all to be best 
buddies but I need you to understand that your 
conflicts affect our business.  Respect that we are 
all different but that we are all here for one goal, 
Be Uncommon.



3. Volunteer- (Serve)

“Everybody can be great...because anybody 
can serve. You don't have to have a college degree 
to serve. You don't have to make your subject and 
verb agree to serve. You only need a heart full of 
grace. A soul generated by love.” MLK Jr.

And You don’t need to know a lick about football

This simple act puts you on the team.  Now you 
are involved in what we do. You are no longer a 
bystander and we need your help.



 Get involved

 Make it a point to show up to Booster Club meetings 
and CSH Football gatherings/socials

 Find something you can help with

 Wide varieties of ways to serve and a wide 
varieties of time commitment 

 Don’t need you to be Mother Theresa just jump 
in.  Anything is better than nothing



Volunteer opportunities


